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Re: Bulletin 92 01

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen: ,

1

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3
Bulletin 92-01

.,,

l

On June 24, 1992,* the NRC Staff issued Bulletin 92-01, Failure of Thermo Lag I
330 Fire Barrier System to Maintain Cabling in Wide Cable Trays and Small l

'Conduits Free From Fire Damage, which requested licensees to identify the
locations where this fire protection product is used in the plant and to take
appropriate compensatory measures consistent with action that would be taken per
Technical Specific 9tions for an inoperable fire barrier.

Millstone Unit No. 3 has identified that this material is utilized in one
application inside containment. This wrap is associated with the inside
containment isolation valve for fire protection water for containment. Due to
the fact that the Thermo Lag material is used inside containment, a fire watch
has not been pos ted. As a compensatory measure, containment temperature is being
monitored for sudden temperature increases. This position was discussed
informally with the NRC Staff on June 29, 1992 and - found acceptable. In
accordance with the guidance provided on June 26, 1992 and on July 7,1992 by the
NRC Staff, NNECO is submitting ' Sis justification prior to the 30-day response
to request your concurrence witn our compensatory action for Hillstone Unit 3.

Justification for this position is prov!ded as follows: 1

1. There is low fire loading in the area. (Maximum credible fire loading for
the entire area is I hour, 2 minutes.)

2. There is a closed wet head sprinkler system which provides a water curtain
-for the affected area.

3. There is a fire suppression system consisting of hose racks located on
each floor elevation.

4. There is heat detection (single-rone) at the -38' el.

-

(1) Charles E. Rossi letter to All Operating Licensees, dated June 24, 1992,
NRC Bulletin No. 92-01.
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5. There is smoke detection (single-zone) in the electrical penetration area
and the upper containment annulus (except 51' 4" el.).

6. Compensatory action of monitoring containment temperature is in effect.

Due to the justification provided, it is NNEC0's position that a fire watch is
not required.

The application is for a conduit run which begins at containment penetration
3RCP*G3V and terminates at junction box 3FPW*JB49. The length of the conduit run
is approximately 40 ft. and the diameter is l\ inches. Tne subject junction box
is the electrical tie to 3FPW*CTV49 which is the inside containment isolation
valve for containment fire protection water. The conduh e u.' is located on the
-24', 3'8" and 24' elevations of containment. The affected onduit number is-

3CC900PB.

The fire wrap on this conduit is within the area of containment protected by the
fire _ detection and suppression system. Fire detection for containment consists
of heat detectors (single .~one) at the -38' elevation and in the reactor coolant
pump cubicles. Smoke detection (single zone) is provided in the Electrical
Penetration Area (24') and the upper containment annulus (except 51'4" el.).

MP-3 fire suppression for containment consists of hose racks located on each
floor elevation and a closed wet head sprinkler system for the electrical
penetration area. In addition to fire detection and suppression, containment air
temperature is monitored to meet the requirements of MP 3 Technical Specification
3/4.7.14, Area Temperature Monitoring. Although Technical Specification 3/4.7.14
only requires surveillance at 12-hour intervals, in practice, area temperatures
are continuously monitored. The data is transmitted to a dedicated personal
computer in the control room. An audible-alarm sounds if any area temperature
exceeds the EEQ limit. Additionally,-the Shift Supervisor Staff Assistant (SSSA)
prints an hourly report of area temperatures, and any temperature exceeding its
EEQ limit is highlighted. The inside cranewall (Zone CS-01) and outside
cranewall (Zone CS 02) on all containment elevations are monitored. Any sudden )
increase in temperature would be noted in the control room. The operators would
react to inis indication to determine the cause of the increased containment
. temperature.

If you have any questions, please contact my str'f directly.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NVCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

hr
J. Fu0peka
ExecutiveVice() President

cc: T. T. Martin, Region 1 Administrator
V. L. Rooney, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 3
P. .D. Swetland, Senior Resident inspector, Millstone Unit Nos.1, 2,
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